
transition to residential neighborhood 
street not fully communicated by 
intersection.

narrow sidewalks in this pedestrian-scaled 
urban context do not encourage comfortable 
pedestrian use of space and provide minimal 
accommodation for accessibility. existing curb 
ramps not ADA-compliant.

underutilized parking space contributes 
to wide roadway width and may encourage 
speeding or unpredictable motorist behavior

volume of northbound right turns may be 
insufficient to requre exclusive turn lane

Broad Street at Cross Street, Central Falls, RI
Existing Intersection

wide, frequent driveways encourage 
dominance of motorists in pedestrian 
space and provide suboptimal 
accessibility with frequent changes in 
sidewalk grade.

two lane configuration does not 
accommodate the relatively high 
volume of southbound motorists 
turning left, leading to long vehicle 
queues and a congested roadway

large curb radii designed to accommodate 
large vehicles allow motorists in smaller 
vehicles to turn at excessive speeds, 
endangering other road users



Sketch Concept

mountable aprons accomodate large 
vehicles (same as existing design) and 
help to reduce turning speeds of smaller 
vehicles by tightening intersection 
geometry.

raised crossing communicates pedestrian 
priority and  serves as gateway to 
residential neighborhood street

activated storefront with outdoor seating

public art provides social space and 
informal seating.

street trees and decorative plantings 
enhance the character of the street, and 
provide opportunities for green stormwater 
infrastructure.

widened sidewalks will encourage more 
people to visit broad street on foot, 
shopping at local establishments, and 
enlivening the street.

decorative lighting provides vehicle-scaled 
lighting on street side, pedestrian-scaled 
lighting on sidewalk side.

updated traffic signals on mast arms 
decrease visual clutter

Broad Street at Cross Street, Central Falls, RI

consolidate driveways. maintain level of 
sidewalk across driveways, for improved 
accessibility and to communicate 
pedestrian priority to motorists.

southbound left turn 
lane decreases delay for 
motorists.

wall prevents motorist encroachment 
on curb ramps and provides informal 
seating.



Broad Street at Cross Street
Central Falls, RI
Existing Intersection

transition to residential 
neighborhood street not fully 
communicated by intersection.

vacant, inactive storefront

volume of northbound 
right turns may be 
insufficient to requre 
exclusive turn lane

lack of streets trees 
or other greenery 
contributes to ‘hard,’ 
vehicle-focused 
character of street

utility poles 
create obstacles 
for pedestrians, 
decreasing the 
already narrow 
sidewalk space.

unsightly overhead 
wires diminish 
street character

two lane configuration does not 
accommodate the relatively high 
volume of southbound motorists 
turning left, leading to long vehicle 
queues and a congested roadway

narrow sidewalks in this pedestrian-scaled urban 
context do not encourage comfortable use of 
space for people on foot and provide minimal 
accommodation for accessibility. existing curb 
ramps not ADA-compliant.

outdated traffic 
signal equipment

large curb radii designed to 
accommodate large vehicles allow 
motorists in smaller vehicles to turn 
at excessive speeds, endangering 
other road users



1   southbound left turn lane
2   raised crossing
3   street tree uplighting

4   activated storefront with 
outdoor seating

5   decorative street lighting
6   updated traffic signals
7   buried utilities
8   street trees

9   green stormwater 
infrastructure

10   public art
11   mountable truck aprons
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Sketch Concept
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